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Stink bugsTick reduction treatments
Stink bugs 
get their 
common 
name 
from the 
offensive 
smelling 
liquid 
they excrete 
from glands 
when disturbed or threatened. 
Typically they don’t pose much 
threat to humans or plants; there 
are, however, a few exceptions. All 
stink bugs have sucking mouthparts 
that are capable of feeding on plant 
sap, and many feed on developing 
fruit, which can cause scarring 
and unsaleable fruit. For most 
ornamental plants, there are few 
concerns for overall plant health. 
One imported and invasive stink bug 
in particular, the brown marmorated 
stink bug (BMSB), can become a 
serious pest of fruit, vegetable and 
other crops. In addition to plant 
damage, many stink bugs seek 
shelter indoors to survive winter. 
This creates a nuisance problem in 
fall when these bugs, particularly 
BMSB, invade homes. The nuisance  
    can be further exacerbated by the 
                 smell when the insects are 
                                disturbed indoors. 

  Feeding by the nymph (immature 
stage) of the blacklegged tick, also 
known as the deer tick, causes 

most cases of Lyme disease in people. 
Nymph activity peaks in mid-April 
through June in most of the deer tick’s 
range. Nymphs are present in leaf litter 
in natural woodland areas, but will 
also survive well in dense landscape 
beds and other shaded areas of the 
landscape. Deer ticks seldom survive 
long in sunny locations such as open 
lawn.

To help you reduce your exposure 
at home, Bartlett has several means 
to effectively suppress deer tick 
populations on residential properties:

77 Applying a spray or granular 
treatments to areas of the landscape 
that harbor this pest, including natural 
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Bartlett can help reduce the deer tick 
  population on your property.

areas on the border of developed 
landscapes, landscape beds, and 
areas that harbor mice, such as wood 
piles and stone walls  

77 Creating a mulch band between 
natural areas and lawn and other 
landscape areas reduces tick habitat 

77 Pruning low branches can increase 
sunlight penetration to turf and 
landscape beds and so help deter 
ticks

In regions with high tick populations, 
it is always advisable to check yourself 
carefully for ticks after visiting tick 
habitat. Check your pets as well. 
Even though pets can be treated with 
systemic products that control ticks and 
fleas, these pests can be transferred 
to people before they feed on your 
pets. Treating clothing and shoes with 
repellents is also very effective in 
deterring tick feeding.

Brown marmorated stink 
bug adults showing the  

ventral and dorsal sides.



Imaginative and funny leaf creations 
A piece of paper, a few leaves, a glue stick 
and a marker are all you need to have a little 
fun with your child! Lay a leaf on a blank 
sheet of paper and let 
imagination take over; 
draw additions around the 
leaf to create all kinds of 
images. Save favorite ones 
by using a glue stick to 
fasten the leaf in place.

Fun with trees

JUNE
Prune ornamentals, and remove faded flowers 
and seed pods, as needed 

Adjust irrigation needs—deep water (wet 6”–8” 
deep) every 7–10 days when rain is lacking

Mulch trees and shrubs to conserve moisture 

Thin fruit to 6”–8” apart; prop up heavily loaded 
branches 

Apply foliar disease and insect control 
treatments to roses

Have your Arborist check plants for insect 
infestations

Prune terminal growth of rhododendron to 
increase next year’s flowering

Maintenance-prune evergreens (like boxwood) 
to retain formal shape

Scout and treat for fruit insect pests 

Treat bagworms if found 

Apply a second application of tick treatment to 
landscape perimeters

JULY
Prune ornamentals as needed

Deep water (wet 6”–8” deep) every 7–10 days 
when rain is lacking

Continue treatments for diseases and insects on 
fruit trees and on roses

Remove suckers from fruit trees and continue to 
prop up heavily fruited branches

Mulch as needed

Monitor and treat for Japanese beetles and  
leaf miners on holly

Watch for oak wilt, rose rosette and apple scab

Monitor and treat plants for spider mites

AUGUST
Treat for fall webworm and tent caterpillars

Deep water (wet 6”–8” deep) every 7–10 days 
when rain is lacking 

Monitor new plantings for insects, disease and 
girdling issues

Conduct final pruning to shape shrubs 

Treat ripening fruit to prevent brown rot

Treat stone fruit trees for borer protection

Protect black locust from locust borer with 
insecticide treatment     

TREE & SHRUB  
MAINTENANCE CALENDAR The plaque at the WWI Memorial in Bedford, 

Pennsylvania, reads, “Future generations will 
perpetuate the memory of our heroes by renewing, 
ever at this spot, a memorial Elm.” After 97 years, 
the original elm succumbed to Dutch elm disease. 
Needing to replace “The Elm”, Dennis Tice of the 
Bedford County Visitors Bureau called Bartlett Tree 
Experts looking for recommendations on an elm 
that would be resistant to this disease. He spoke to 
Arborist Representative Ted Wertz, who not only 
knows elms but had an idea!

Ted is familiar with the research plot at Penn 
State Mont Alto, where Bartlett has planted 
numerous varieties of elms; he knew that the 
trees are getting significant in size and will soon 
be overcrowded. He suggested donating an elm, 
and Bartlett’s scientists agreed immediately. This 
was a wonderful opportunity to give back to the 
community and honor those who served.   

It took a bit of planning—they had to figure out 
how to get the tree 65 miles from the research plot to its new home. As luck would 
have it, Bedford received an anonymous donation to help restore The Elm Tree 
Memorial, allowing Tree Movers from Maryland to bring a 60-inch tree spade to 
move the 6-inch caliper Emerald Sunshine Elm.

Elm tree donated to 
restore a war memorial 

An elm that outgrew the research 
plot in Mont Alto is now “The Elm” 
at the WWI Memorial in Bedford, 
Pennsylvania, thanks to creative 
thinking by Bartlett’s Ted Wertz. 



History
Native Americans used the boiled sap of the 
river birch as a sweetener similar to maple 
syrup, and the inner bark as a survival food. 
Unlike the white-barked birches, it is tolerant 
of the bronze birch borer and birch leaf miner, 
as well as of drought and heat; these features 
are part of why the river birch has become 
the birch of choice for landscaping around the 
country, and the only choice for the South. 
The tree is fast-growing, commonly reaching 
heights of 60 feet. The wood is medium-weight 
to light-weight and quite sturdy. It is excellent 
for carving and has a number of carpentry and 
furniture-making applications. River birch 
wood was once used for ox yokes, wooden 
shoes and other products around the farm.

Culture
77 River birch grows naturally along river 

banks; however, as a landscape tree, it 
can be planted almost anywhere  

77 One of the most insect-free and 
disease-free birches

77 Prefers acid soils  
77 Loves water, but tolerates drought 
77 Can be trained as either a single  

trunk tree or multi-trunked tree,  
which is generally considered to  
be the superior growth habit

Concerns
77 Fast growth often makes it too 

big for its site in a short time  

77 Summer shedding of leaves, 
constant dropping of small limbs, 
and shallow exposed roots make this 
a high-maintenance species 

Bartlett Management Practices
77 Frequent pruning to maintain size 

and reduce shedding of small 
branches  

77 Cabling, often necessary 
because of size and age  

TREE FOCUS:
River birch (Betula nigra)

   WONDERS OF NATURE   
A rainbow-colored tree!

The large, tropical tree Eucalyptus deglupta gets its common 
name, rainbow eucalyptus, from its amazing multi-colored 
bark. Every year patches of the tree’s outer bark are shed 

at different times, in vertical strips, 
revealing bright green new bark 
underneath. This bark changes color as  
it matures, so in addition to the fresh 
green bark, there are streaks of blue, 
purple, orange and maroon bark on the 
tree all at once!

This tree thrives in tropical forests that 
get lots of rain. The colors of the bark 
are not as intense when the rainbow 
eucalyptus grows outside its native range.
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Located just 25 miles north of Chicago, the Openlands Lakeshore 
Preserve is one of the last remaining ravine and bluff ecosystems in the 
metropolitan region. It is a great place to take a walk! A trail system 
allows visitors to connect to their surroundings, experience the unique 
ravine and bluff geology of the region, and access more than a mile 

of Lake Michigan shoreline. There are three ravines and a bluff with great views. 
Staircases blend in nicely with the landscape, and a 2/3-mile paved trail with a 
continuous slope well under 5% provides universal access to the beach.

Bartlett Tree Experts is the official arborist of the Openlands Lakeshore Preserve. 
This year we have been donating our time for risk mitigation work near the walking 
paths—removals of dead trees and trimming dead or dangerous limbs. 

https://openlands.org/land-and-water/openlands-lakeshore-preserve/

Openlands Lakeshore Preserve 

Compliments of

     It’s so easy being  
green when you have 
plant healthcare.


